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Mr, H. Shlesinger et al. 
Suite 427,
12 Richmond Street East, 
Toronto, l, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

This report describes the results of a program of geophysical 

survey carried out on a block of ten (10) mining claims in Mann Township, 

Ontario. The results ore depicted on the plan accompanying this report, 

plotted to B scale of l" * 200'.

PROPERTY, LOCATION AND ACCESS -

The ten claims covered by the survey, are listed as follows:

P-68278, P-68277. P-68280, P-68281, and

P-68370 to P-68375, inclusive;

in Lot 11, N. 1/2 Concession IV,

and S. 3/4 Concession V, Mann

Township, Ontario.

Information obtained by the field crew,, indicates that the 

west boundary of the west five claims is about 320 to 400 ft. west of 

the west boundary of Concession II. This apparent error should be 

corrected in due time.
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The location is one claim east of Frederick House River, 

and at the west end of Pickerel Lake, which is a good-sized lake 

located at the northwest-quarter of Mann Township.

Access was readily had by bush-plane from Timmins, for 

a distance of about 29 air-miles to the southeast section of the property 

located on Pickerel Lake.

It should be noted here, that the claim group ties on to the 

south of a block of patented ground, and is located within one mile to 

the northwest of e group of patented claims owned by INCO, and is 

about 3 miles to the northwest of the copper mineralization recently 

discovered by diamond drilling at Jonsmlth Mines' claims.

Topography ae noted by the geophysical operators, is given 

on the plan accompanying this report. It is apparent that the property 

is nearly all covered by swamp, without any outcrop area. Overburden 

is expected to be fairly deep.

Geological Map 2046, O. D. M., shows that the west and north 

parts of the property are underlain by a formation of ultrabasic rocks 

such as peridotite, dunite and pyroxenite. These ultrabasic rocks are 

intruding intermediate-to-basic volcanics.
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AEROMAGNETIC DATA -

Map 301G., O. S. C., shows that the property lies across the 

central part of a strong anomaly which strikes east-west.

SURVEY DATA -

The geophysical survey was carried out along picket lines 

cut at 400-ft. intervals, north-south, to cover the property,

The magnetometer survey was carried out by using an MF-1 

Fluxgate Magnetometer with 100-ft. stations. The electromagnetic survey 

was carried out by using a Honka Mark IV unit, with a 300-ft. cable, 

receiver leading, and with readings recorded at the receiver station 

at 100-ft. intervals.

SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION -

The magnetometer survey outlined several strong magnetic 

anomalies on the property. The high readings are in the order of 4,000 

to 8,600 gammas, as compared with readings from O to 1,000 gammas 

over the area shown as volcanics on the above-said geological map, at 

the south part of the property.

The magnetic data indicate some fault structure associated 

with this small area of volcanics intruded by the ultrabasic rocks. They 

strike ea st-westerly, but are cut by a north-south structure which is
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parallel to and properly associated with the north-southerly diabase 

dike shown on Geological Map 2046, O. D. M.

There are two outstanding magnetic areas:

(1) The first is a strong magnetic low with a reading of 

 7,000 gammas, located at the northwest part of 

Claim P-68373. This magnetic low is apparently 

a dipole effect of high magnetic anomalies in the 

area, but the fact that it is isolated and at the 

central part of the huge magnetic zone outlined 

in this part of the property, indicates that it is 

not a dipole effect due to structure -- possibly 

due to mineralization other than magnetite,

(2) The second, is a moderate magnetic cone 

located along the east part of the base line, 

Immediately to the south of an inferred fault 

and to the north of the area of volcanics. The 

nose of this magnetic zone is located at Line 8W., 

200 feet south. This magnetic zone could be due 

to a narrow band of ultrabasic rock Intruding the 

boundary area of the volcanics. It follows that 

it may not be emplaced at the same time as the
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mass of ultrabasic rock indicated in the area.

The electromagnetic survey encountered very strong response 

at the magnetic area in the north part of the property. These responses, 

as a rule, do not indicate heavy concentration of conductive minerals. 

However, at three places north and northwest of the negative magnetic 

anomaly described above, there are indications which could be inferred 

as weak electromagnetic conductors. At the south part of the property, 

the electromagnetic survey encountered several weak conductors along 

the inferred faults mentioned above. One of these electromagnetic 

conductors, though weak, is considered interesting because of the fact 

that it is associated with the above* said outstanding magnetic zone and 

the boundary, and apparently associated with weak magnetic dipole effects.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

The geophysical survey has encountered several very 

interesting magnetic and electromagnetic indications on the property. 

Two outstanding magnetic indications and their associated electromagnetic 

conductors, are considered interesting targets for exploration diamond 

drilling. However, the writer recommends to check all information 

in the resident geologist's office in Timmins, to further evaluate
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these Indications and to obtain permission for the adjustment of the 

west boundary of the property prior to laying out a program of diamond 

drilling.

Respectfully submitted, 

C AN A EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSStrw 
Encl.

Toronto, Ontario, 

June 25th, 1965.

S. S. Szetu, Ph. D., 
Consulting Geologist.
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